
Key Features 
 FTP delivery before 5:40 a.m. Eastern—NEW 
 Daily e-mail commentary highlighting forecasts 

and changes for EIA Weeks, 1-15 Day and 
Monthly time periods.  Storage information in-
cluded —NEW 

 Includes all regions, forecasts and feeds + full 
histories 

 

Speedwell Weighted Degree Day (WDD) indexes are designed to meet the needs of US Nat Gas 
traders. The Speedwell WDD indexes are based on the NOAA weighted degree day methodology. They 
are used to model demand for gas arising from space heating and are often used to anticipate the EIA 
storage numbers. 

US WDD Indexes 

Inputs 
 Speedwell cleaned daily max/min for 

198 U.S. stations 
 Speedwell downscaled forecast based 

upon the 00Z ECMWF ensemble aver-
age 

 

Deliverables 
 Max / min station data, HDD / CDD totals on state, regional, production 

consumption, and national levels 
 Historical data available from Jan 1st 1975 to present 
 10 year and 30 years climatological normal 
 Daily FTP delivery of index values, inclusive of cleaned data and 15-day 

forecast 
 Access to the Speedwell graphical WDD index viewer 

For a free trial, visit our website: 
www.speedwellweather.com/

freetrial/  

Contact us at: 
Sales@speedwellweather.com 

Daily Commentary 
 

 Index values for EIA Week and 1-15 Day, 
both US National and EIA regions 

 Change analysis from the previous forecast 
 Monthly and Seasonal HDD/CDD analysis 
 EIA current storage, change and departure 
 

Regions 
US National, EIA 3 and 5 regions,  
US Census, US PADD, US Power 

 

Speedwell Web Analytics 
 

 Displays data & forecasts vs. normal 
 Graphics for both EIA 3 and 5 regions 
 Daily and cumulative values 
 User selected indexes and time periods 
 Data exportable to Excel 

 

WDD Indexes are available to trade on weatherXchange. weatherXchange is a free-to-use 
platform which provides weather data, structuring tools and allows pricing requests to be 
sent to multiple Protection Sellers. www.weatherXchange.com 
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